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High expression levels of CLEC4M indicate poor
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Abstract. The identification of novel and accurate biomarkers
is important to improve the prognosis of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). C‑Type lectin domain family
4 member M (CLEC4M) is involved in the progression of
numerous cancer types. However, the clinical significance
of CLEC4M in HCC is yet to be elucidated. The aim of the
present study is to evaluate the involvement of CLEC4M
in HCC progression. The expression level of CLEC4M was
determined in tumor, and their corresponding adjacent
non‑tumor tissues derived from 88 patients with HCC, using
immunohistochemistry, western blot and reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR. The correlation between CLEC4M
expression and certain clinicopathological characteristics was
retrospectively analyzed. The results suggested that CLEC4M
was specifically labeled in sinusoidal endothelial cells, in
both HCC and non‑tumor tissues. Moreover, the expression of
CLEC4M in tumor tissues was significantly lower than that in
non‑tumor tissues (P<0.0001), which indicated its potential as
a biomarker of the development of HCC. Subsequently, correlation analysis suggested that the relatively higher CLEC4M
expression in HCC tissues was significantly associated with
increased microvascular invasion (P= 0.008), larger tumor
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size (P= 0.018), absence of tumor encapsulation (P<0.0001)
and lower tumor differentiation (P= 0.019). Notably, patients
with high CLEC4M expression levels in their tumor tissues
experienced more frequent recurrence and shorter overall
survival (OS) times compared with the low‑expression group.
Furthermore, CLEC4M expression in tumor tissues was
identified as an independent and significant risk factor for
recurrence‑free survival and OS. The results of the present
study suggest that CLEC4M may be a valuable biomarker for
the prognosis of the patients with HCC, postoperatively.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the sixth most prevalent
malignant cancer type, and results in ~800,000 fatalities each
year, making it the fourth leading cause of cancer‑associated
mortality worldwide (1). In China, HCC is commonly treated
using surgical resection combined with either chemo‑ or
radiotherapy, and immunotherapy is used less frequently (2).
Despite the current therapeutic strategies achieving promising
results in certain cases, it is reported that the 5‑year overall
and disease‑free survival rates are just 51 and 27%, respectively (3). High rates of tumor recurrence and metastasis are
significant barriers to further improving HCC treatment, thus,
early detection is crucial for successful treatment. Numerous
HCC biomarkers (such as α‑fetoprotein, cancer antigen 19‑9
and glypican 3) have been identified and clinically applied
to improve the diagnosis of HCC. However, due to their low
sensitivity and speciﬁcity, the diagnostic accuracy of these
biomarkers is insufficient (4‑6). Therefore, it is necessary to
further elucidate the underlying mechanisms of HCC recurrence and metastasis, and to identify novel biomarkers for the
early diagnosis of HCC.
The C‑type lectins comprise a large superfamily of
proteins, including selectins, mannose receptors (MRs) and
liver and lymph node sinusoidal endothelial cell C‑type lectin
(CLEC4G) (7). The C‑type lectins possess several biological
functions, such as mediation of the inflammatory and immune
responses (8), and pathogen recognition using shared homologous carbohydrate‑recognition domains. Increasing evidence
has suggested that the dysregulation of C‑type lectins is closely
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associated with the progression of cancer. For example, serum
E‑selectin expression was significantly higher in patients with
colorectal cancer compared with healthy subjects or patients
with benign colorectal diseases (9). Similarly, CLEC18B
expression was significantly altered in glioblastoma multiforme tissue, and was identified as an independent predictor
of patient survival (10). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that selectin influences the progression of numerous
cancer types, including colon carcinoma (11,12) and gastric
cancer (13). Coupland et al (14) discovered that P‑selectin
promoted the lung metastasis of breast cancer and melanoma
in vivo. Moreover, the interaction between E‑selectin and
its ligands enhanced the adhesion of prostate cancer cells to
endothelial cells (15).
C‑Type lectin domain family 4 member M, (CLEC4M; also
known as CD209L) belongs to the C‑type lectin family and
is expressed in the endothelial cells of the lymph nodes and
liver. It exhibits ~80% amino acid homology with dendritic
cell‑specific intercellular adhesion molecule‑3‑grabbing
non‑integrin (DC‑SIGN) (16). Unlike CLEC4M, DC‑SIGN
is expressed on the surface of dendritic cells and a subset of
macrophages (17). It has been demonstrated that cell surface
expression of CLEC4M promotes HIV (18), and hepatitis
C (19) and hepatitis B (20) infection by increasing contact
between the virus and host cell. Several studies have demonstrated the involvement of CLEC4M in colon and gastric
cancer progression. For example, CLEC4M is associated with
poor prognosis in patients with colon cancer, and it is involved
in the adhesion, migration, invasion and liver metastasis of
colon cancer cells (21). Furthermore, CLEC4M exerts these
biological functions through the signal transducer and activator of transcription 5/long non‑coding RNA Heterogeneous
Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein K Pseudogene 2/ C‑X‑C chemokine
receptor type 4 axis (13). Although CLEC4M has been examined in several malignant tumor types, to our knowledge, the
clinical significance of CLEC4M has never been investigated
in HCC so far.
Materials and methods
Patient information and specimen collection. Fresh
frozen tissues and pathological sections were collected (in
a double‑blind manner) from 88 patients (82 males and
6 females) with HCC, who had completed a follow‑up survey
at the Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical
University (Fujian, China) between December 2013 and July
2016. The ages of enrolled patients range from 34 to 71 years
(median age, 54 years). The expression level of CLEC4M
was detected using reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR
(RT‑qPCR) and immunohistochemical staining. Additionally,
18 distant non‑tumor hemangioma tissues were collected,
and the expression level of CLEC4M was determined and
used as a healthy hepatic tissue control. All of the enrolled
patients exhibited preoperative liver function of Child‑Pugh
score A or B (without distant metastasis), and a follow‑up
was conducted every 6 months via telephone or outpatient
service, until July 2017. Western blotting was conducted on
a total of 9 fresh frozen HCC tissue samples (from the cohort
of 88 patients as aforementioned), in order to examine the
differences in the expression level of CLEC4M between

patients in the recurrence/metastasis group (R/M group) and
the no R/M group (N R/M group), according to their prognosis
after surgery. The use of human tissue samples in the present
retrospective study was approved by the ethics committee
of Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical
University (Fujian, China) and written informed consent was
preoperatively obtained from each participant.
Immunohistochemical detection of CL EC4M.
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed to determine
the expression level of CLEC4M in 88 pathological sections as
previously described (22) with slight modification. Briefly, the
4‑µm sections were deparafﬁnized in xylene and rehydrated in
graded ethanol. Afterwards, the slides were blocked with 1%
H2O2 for 30 min at room temperature. Following rehydration,
the slides were incubated with EDTA (0.1 M, pH 9.0) antigen
repairing buffer in a high‑pressure cooker and heated until
steam was generated. The slides were further incubated for
3 min, and then cooled off at room temperature. Thereafter,
the slides were probed with a rabbit anti‑CLEC4M antibody
(1:800; cat. no. ab169783; Abcam) or mouse anti‑CD31
antibody (1:200; cat. no. 3528S; CST Biological Reagents
Co., Ltd.) overnight at 4˚C. Then, a commercial immunohistochemical staining kit (cat. no. KIT‑5020; Fuzhou Maixin
Biotech Co., Ltd.), alexa 488‑conjugated anti‑rabbit secondary
antibody against CLEC4M (1:1,000; cat. no. A‑11008; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and alexa 546‑conjugated anti‑mouse
secondary antibody against CD31 (1:1,000; cat. no. A‑11003;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) were used to incubate the slides
respectively, as the manufacturer's instructions. The immunohistochemical score was based on the international German
immune response scoring system (German immunoreactive
score, IRS) (23) according to the intensity of staining; two
pathologists, who were blinded to the clinical characteristics
of the specimens, independently performed the scoring. The
final score for each section was based on the mean of the
scores obtained by the two pathologists, and were graded as
follows: 0, negative; 1+, weak positive; 2+, moderate positive;
or 3+, strong positive.
RNA extraction and RT‑qPCR. The expression level of
CLEC4M mRNA in 88 fresh frozen tumorous tissues, and their
corresponding adjacent non‑tumor tissues, was calculated.
Total RNA was extracted from tissues using the TransZol up
plus kit (Beijing Transgen Biotech Co., Ltd.) according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Following quantification, 1 µg
total RNA from each sample was reverse‑transcribed into
cDNA using the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Roche Diagnostics; cat. no. 04897030001) according to the
manufacturer's protocol. Subsequently, qPCR detection was
carried out under the following conditions: 40 cycles of 95˚C
for 10 sec, 60˚C for 60 sec and a final extension for 30 sec at
72˚C. All PCR reactions were repeated ≥3 times. β‑actin was
selected as the endogenous control and the primer pairs are
detailed in Table I. The relative gene expression of CLEC4M
was calculated using the 2‑ΔΔCq method (24).
Western blotting. Total protein was extracted from 9 HCC
tissue samples using RIPA lysis buffer (Beijing Solarbio
Science & Technology Co., Ltd.) supplemented with a protease
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Table I. Primer sequences used in RT‑qPCR.
Gene name
CLEC4M‑Forward
CLEC4M‑Reverse
β‑actin‑Forward
β‑actin‑Reverse

Primer sequence
5'‑TGGGCCTCCTGGAAGAAGAT‑3'
5'‑GCGTCTTGCTCGGATTGTTC‑3'
5'‑GCCAACACAGTGCTGTCTGG‑3'
5'‑GCTCAGGAGCAATGATCTTG‑3'

CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M.

inhibitor cocktail (cat. no. 11697498001; Roche Diagnostics).
The protein was then quantified using a bicinchoninic acid
protein assay kit (Beijing Solarbio Science & Technology
Co., Ltd.) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Equal
amounts (50 µg) of protein were separated via SDS‑PAGE on
a 12% gel, and transferred to PVDF membranes. Subsequently,
the membranes containing the separated proteins were
blocked with 5% BSA for 2 h at room temperature. Next, the
membranes were probed with primary antibodies against
CLEC4M (1:1,000; cat. no. #ab169783; Abcam) overnight at
4˚C. The membranes were then incubated with horseradish
peroxidase‑conjugated secondary antibodies (1:2,000 dilution; cat. no. HS201‑01; Beijing Transgen Biotech Co., Ltd.)
for 1 h at room temperature. Protein bands were visualized
using an electrochemical luminescence reagent (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc). β‑actin (anti‑β‑actin antibody; 1:1,000;
cat. no. sc‑47778; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) was used
as an endogenous control. Densitometry of blot was analyzed
by Image J software (version 1.45). Protein expression was
subsequently quantified with densitometry and normalized by
β‑actin.
Bioinformatics analysis. The expression of CLEC4M was
also investigated in a transcriptome dataset of our lab and
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database (https://www.
cancer.gov/tcga). The transcriptome dataset included whole
RNA‑sequencing data of tumor and non‑tumor tissue samples
collected from 65 HCC patients receiving surgical resection in
Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical University.
After mapping to reference genome (GRCh37), annotation and
quantification of gene expression were conducted with STAR
(version 2.5.3a) as previously described (25). On the other hand,
the mRNA sequencing (mRNA‑Seq) expression spectrum
data (HiSeqV2), including 371 HCC patients was downloaded
from the UCSC cancer browser (https://genome‑cancer.ucsc.
edu) as previously described (26). The expression data (n=50)
available for both primary HCC tissues and paired non‑tumor
in TCGA dataset were extracted to analyze the expression of
CLEC4M.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted
using SPSS (V20.0, IBM Corp.) or Prism statistical software
(GraphPad Software, Inc.). The data were presented as the
mean ± SD. Comparisons between two groups were performed
using the two‑tailed paired or unpaired Student's t‑test.
One‑way ANOVA was used for comparisons between groups,
followed by Tukey's multiple comparisons test as the post‑hoc
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test. The χ2‑test and/or the Fisher's exact test were conducted
to analyze the association between CLEC4M expression level
and various clinicopathological features of patients with HCC.
The Cox proportional hazard model was used to analyze
univariate and multivariate survival time data. Kaplan‑Meier
analysis and the Log‑rank test were used to analyze the OS
times of patients with HCC. P<0.05 was considered to indicate
a statistically significant difference.
Results
CLEC4M expression is significantly downregulated in HCC
tissues. In a previous study, isobaric tags were used for the
relative and absolute quantitation of coupling, alongside 2‑D
liquid chromatography‑tandem mass spectrometry, to analyze
the proteomic differences between HCC and non‑tumor
tissues (data unpublished). It was subsequently, determined
that CLEC4M expression was downregulated in HCC tumor
tissues. To confirm these proteomics results, RT‑qPCR was
conducted to detect the mRNA expression level of CLEC4M
in 88 pairs of tumor tissues and their corresponding adjacent
non‑tumor tissues. As exhibited in Fig. 1A, the expression
of CLEC4M was significantly decreased in tumor tissues
compared with paratumor tissues (P<0.0001). Furthermore,
the aforementioned results were supported by analysis of the
datasets retrieved from our transcriptome database (P<0.0001;
Fig. 1B) and TCGA dataset (P<0.0001; Fig. 1C).
To investigate the clinical significance of CLEC4M,
its expression level in paraffin‑embedded HCC samples
(n=88) was compared with normal hepatic tissue samples
(n=18) using RT‑qPCR. The representative images of HCC
tissues with negative, weakly positive, moderate‑positive and
strong‑positive CLEC4M staining are exhibited in Fig. 1D.
The pathological results indicated that the expression level of
CLEC4M in both paratumor tissue and distant hepatic tissue
is significantly higher than that in HCC tissue (P<0.0001;
Figs. 1E and 2A). Moreover, RT‑qPCR conducted on another
group of 52 HCC tissue samples, 27 paratumor tissue samples
and 18 normal hepatic samples supported the hypothesis that
the expression level of CLEC4M in HCC tissues is significantly lower compared with paratumor and normal hepatic
tissues (Fig. 1F).
The association between CLEC4M expression level and
various clinicopathological characteristics of HCC. The
correlation between CLEC4M protein expression and various
clinicopathological characteristics was investigated. The
data of multiple demographic parameters (including sex, age,
pathological diagnosis and certain tumor characteristics),
as well as follow‑up data, were collected and recorded. The
median follow‑up period was 34 months (range, 5‑47 months).
Subsequent association analysis determined that high
expression levels of CLEC4M in HCC tissues significantly
correlated with larger tumor size (P= 0.018), none encapsulation (P= 0.0006), the presence of microvascular invasion
(P= 0.008), and increased primary differentiation (P= 0.019).
However, there was no significant correlation between high
CLEC4M expression levels and advanced Barcelona clinic
liver cancer stage, and α ‑fetoprotein (AFP) expression,
when the samples were divided into two groups, including:
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Figure 1. Determination of CLEC4M expression level in HCC tumor vs. adjacent non‑tumor tissues. (A) RT‑qPCR results of CLEC4M mRNA expression in 88
pairs of HCC tumor samples and their corresponding adjacent non‑tumor tissues; paired Student's t‑test. (B) transcriptomic analysis of the relative expression
of CLEC4M in HCC tissues vs. adjacent non‑tumor tissues. N=65, paired Student's t‑test. (C) Analysis of CLEC4M mRNA expression in The Cancer Genome
Atlas database; n=50; paired t‑test. (D) CLEC4M expression levels in HCC tumor tissues. CLEC4M expression was semi‑quantitatively divided into four
groups: negative staining, weak‑positive staining, moderate‑positive staining and strong‑positive staining (magniﬁcation, x40 and x200); (E) representative
immunohistochemical section of HCC border indicating the decreased CLEC4M expression in the tumor tissue (magnification, x200; (F) RT‑qPCR results
of CLEC4M mRNA expression in HCC (n=52), non‑tumor tissues (n=27) and normal hepatic tissues (n=18); One‑way ANOVA combined with Tukey's
multiple comparisons test (post‑hoc) was applied to perform the comparisons between groups. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001. T, tumor tissue; NT,
non‑tumor tissue. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M; RFS, recurrence free survival; RT‑qPCR, reverse
transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain reaction; IHC, immunohistochemical.

negative and weak (n=59); and moderate and strong (n=29),
as summarized in Table II. The results of the present study
indicate that abnormal expression levels of CLEC4M may be
associated with the recurrence and metastasis of HCC. Hence,
the RT‑qPCR data were further divided into two groups (the
N R/M group and the R/M group), depending on whether the
HCC had recurred or metastasized. The results suggested that
CLEC4M staining in the R/M group was dramatically stronger
compared with that of the N R/M group, but weaker than that
in non‑tumor tissue and normal tissue (Fig. 2A). Furthermore,
high expression of CLEC4M in tumor tissue was positively
associated with the recurrence and metastasis of HCC (3*2

χ2 test, P= 0.004, Table III), which was further confirmed by

RT‑qPCR analysis (P= 0.035; Fig. 2B) and western blotting
(P=0.049; Fig. 2C).
High CLEC4M expression levels in HCC tissues indicate poor
prognosis in patients with HCC. The influence of CLEC4M
expression on recurrence free survival (RFS) and overall
survival (OS) time was then investigated using Kaplan‑Meier
analysis. The RFS and OS times were significantly lower in
patients with a high expression level of CLEC4M, compared
with those with low expression levels (P=0.0001 and P=0.0011,
respectively; Fig. 3A and B). The mean RFS time was 14 months
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Figure 2. Association analysis between CLEC4M expression and HCC recurrence and metastasis. (A) Representative immunohistochemical staining of
CLEC4M expression in R/M or N R/M HCC tumor tissues. (B) HCC tumor tissues in R/M group (n=59) displayed higher CLEC4M expression level comparing
to N R/M group (n=29). (C) Western‑blot analysis of CLEC4M expression in R/M group (n=5) and N R/M group (n=4). *P<0.05. R/M, recurrence/metastasis,
N R/M, no recurrence/metastasis; T, tumor tissue; NT, non‑tumor tissue. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M.

in the moderate‑ and strong‑positive group, and 26 months in
negative‑ and weak‑positive group. Additionally, the mean OS
time was 29 months in the moderate‑ and strong‑positive group,
compared with 36 months in the negative‑ and weak‑positive
group. Subsequently, Cox's multivariate regression analysis
was performed using recurrence/metastasis as the dependent
variable. Age, sex, tumor size, tumor number, encapsulation,
microvascular invasion, differentiation, AFP expression
and disease stage were listed as independent variables. The
results of the analysis revealed that high expression levels of
CLEC4M independently predicted RFS (P= 0.032) and OS
times (P=0.011; Table IV) of patients with HCC. The results of
the present study suggest that CLEC4M is a promising prognostic biomarker for HCC, but a study conducted on a larger
population size would improve the validity and accuracy of
this hypothesis.
CLEC4M is specifically expressed in sinusoidal endothelial
cells. Immunohistochemical staining illustrated that low‑positive staining of CLEC4M was visualized in HCC tissues. The
expression level of CLEC4M in HCC cells was also investigated.
CD31 is a biomarker that is commonly used to label endothelial cells (27). Thus, co‑localization staining, with CLEC4M
and CD31 antibodies, was performed using the pathological
tissue sections. The results of the current study indicated that
CLEC4M is expressed in the same cells in which CD31‑positive
staining was observed (Fig. 4), which suggests that CLEC4M is
specifically expressed in sinusoidal endothelial cells (but not in
HCC cells), consistent with the results of a previous study (28).

Discussion
Tumor recurrence and metastasis are major contributors
to the high mortality rate of patients with HCC (29). The
discovery of sensitive and reliable biomarkers for the
early diagnosis of HCC represents an effective strategy to
reduce the rate of recurrence and metastasis, and improves
prognosis. The clinical significance and biological function
of CLEC4M have been well researched in colon (12) and
gastric cancer (13). However, the influence that CLEC4M
exerts on HCC progression is not yet well characterized.
In the present study, CLEC4M expression was shown to
be downregulated in HCC tissues compared with adjacent
non‑tumor tissues. Furthermore, the association between
CLEC4M expression and certain clinicopathological
features was investigated, including tumor size, extent
of encapsulation, microvascular invasion, differentiation
and tumor recurrence or metastasis. Higher CLEC4M
expression in HCC tumor tissues correlated with shorter
postoperative RFS and OS times in patients with HCC.
Additionally, moderate‑ and strong‑positive staining of
CLEC4M was identified to be an independent prognostic
indicator of RFS and OS in patients with HCC (following
hepatectomy). The results of the present study systematically highlight CLEC4M as an effective biomarker that may
predict the prognosis of patients with HCC.
CLEC4M is a C‑type lectin that is primarily expressed
in sinusoidal endothelial cells of the healthy liver, as demonstrated in the non‑tumor section of Fig. 1E. Notably, CLEC4M
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Table II. Association between CLEC4M expression and certain clinicopathological features.
Association with CLEC4M expression
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Clinicopathological feature
Patients, n (%)
Negative and weak (%)
Moderate and strong (%)
P‑value
Sex				
Female
6 (6.82)
4 (66.7)
2 (33.3)
Male
82 (93.18)
55 (67.07)
27 (32.93)
Age, years				
≤50
29 (32.95)
20 (68.97)
9 (31.03)
>50
59 (67.05)
39 (66.10)
20 (33.90)
HBsAg				
Negative
11 (14.29)
8 (72.72)
3 (27.28)
Positive
77 (85.71)
51 (66.23)
26 (33.77)
AFP, ng/ml				
≤20
40 (45.45)
25 (62.50)
15 (37.50)
>20
48 (54.55)
34 (70.83)
14 (29.17)
Liver cirrhosis				
No
32 (36.36)
23 (78.88)
9 (21.12)
Yes
56 (63.64)
36 (64.29)
20 (35.71)
Tumor number				
Single
75 (85.23)
49 (62.82)
26 (37.18)
Multiple
13 (14.77)
10 (76.92)
3 (23.08)
Tumor size, cm				
≤5
52 (59.09)
40 (81.13)
12 (18.87)
>5
36 (40.91)
19 (52.78)
17 (47.22)
Tumor encapsulation				
Complete
58 (65.91)
47 (81.03)
11 (18.97)
None
30 (34.09)
12 (40.00)
18 (60.00)
Microvascular invasion				
Absence
42 (47.73)
34 (80.95)
8 (19.05)
Present
46 (52.27)
25 (54.35)
21 (45.65)
TNM stage				
I+II
46 (52.27)
36 (78.26)
10 (21.74)
III+IV
42 (47.73)
23 (54.76)
19 (45.24)
BCLC stage				
0+A
70 (79.54)
48 (68.57)
22 (31.43)
B+C
18 (20.46)
11 (61.11)
7 (38.89)
HBV‑DNA				
Negative
42 (47.73)
29 (69.05)
13 (30.95)
Positive
46 (52.27)
30 (65.22)
16 (34.78)

0.984
0.788
0.668
0.408
0.466
0.412
0.018a
<0.001c
0.008b
0.019a
0.548
0.703

HBsAg, hepatitis B surface antigen; AFP, α‑fetoprotein; BCLC stage, Barcelona clinic liver cancer stage; HBV, hepatitis B virus; CLEC4M,
C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M. aP<0.05, bP<0.01, cP<0.001.

expression has also been observed in the HCC tissues of patients
that have experienced recurrence or metastasis. Additionally,
high CLEC4M expression significantly correlated with microvascular invasion and tumor metastasis, which suggests that
CLEC4M may promote angiogenesis. Multiple studies have
provided indirect evidence supporting the present results. For
example, Borentain et al (30) demonstrated that the inhibition
of E‑selectin suppressed hepatocellular carcinoma growth via

the impairment of tumor angiogenesis. Moreover, DC‑SIGN,
which is highly homologous to CLEC4M, interacted with
the Lewis X residues of carcinoembryonic antigen‑related
cell adhesion molecule 1, resulting in angiogenesis (31,32).
Thus, an investigation into the influence of CLEC4M on the
angiogenesis of HCC tissues should be performed in future
experiments to further prove that CLEC4M play important
roles in metastasis and invasion of HCC tissues. In summary,
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Table III. Immunohistochemical analysis of CLEC4M expression in 88 hepatocellular carcinoma tissues.
CLEC4M expression
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Group
Patients, n (%)
Moderate and strong (%)
Negative and weak (%)
P‑value
R/M
N R/M

54 (61.36)
34 (38.64)

24 (44.44)
5 (14.71)

30 (55.56)
29 (85.29)

0.004a

R/M, recurrence or metastasis, N R/M, no recurrence/metastasis; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M. aP<0.01.

Figure 3. Kaplan‑Meier analysis of the association between CLEC4M expression in HCC tumor tissues and the survival of patients with HCC. (A) Recurrence‑free
and (B) overall survival curves suggest that patients with moderate‑ or strong‑positive CLEC4M staining exhibit higher recurrence rates (P= 0.0001) and
shorter overall survival times (P=0.0011). These patients (n=29) had significantly higher recurrence rates and shorter overall survival times than those with
negative or weak expression (n=59). HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M; RFS, recurrence free survival;
OS, overall survival.

Figure 4. Co‑localization analysis of CLEC4M and sinusoidal endothelial cells in HCC and adjacent non‑tumor tissue. Co‑staining of HCC tissue and adjacent
non‑tumor tissue for CLEC4M (red) and CD31 (green). Magnification, x200 and x400. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain
family 4 member M.

1.030 (0.372‑2.856)
1.333 (0.734‑2.422)
2.229 (1.302‑3.818)
1.692 (0.870‑3.290)
0.392 (0.228‑0.676)
2.177 (1.249‑3.795)
1.032 (0.605‑1.763)
1.866 (0.743‑4.689)
0.691 (0.402‑1.186)
1.246 (0.731‑2.126)
1.500 (0.844‑2.667)
0.356 (0.196‑0.646)
2.738 (1.588‑4.720)

0.954			
0.345			
0.143
0.003b 1.580 (0.857‑2.912)
0.121			
0.001b 0.535 (0.302‑0.950)
0.033a
0.006b 1.412 (0.772‑2.582)
0.263
0.907			
0.184			
0.180			
0.419			
0.167			
0.001b 0.523 (0.261‑1.047)
0.067
<0.001c 1.889 (1.056‑3.381)
0.032a

23.029 (0.009‑57589.1)
1.200 (0.446‑3.226)
2.458 (0.954‑6.337)
1.571 (0.442‑5.584)
0.291 (0.111‑0.761)
2.954 (1.038‑8.410)
0.604 (0.233‑1.565)
1.861 (0.416‑8.328)
0.933 (0.369‑2.360)
0.755 (0.282‑2.021)
1.397 (0.509‑3.830)
0.224 (0.083‑0.605)
4.659 (1.778‑12.207)

0.432		
0.718		
0.063		
0.485		
0.012a
0.560(0.198‑1.580)
0.042a
1.338 (0.413‑4.338)
0.299		
0.416		
0.883		
0.576		
0.516		
0.003b
0.224 (0.079‑0.636)
0.002b
3.928 (1.360‑11.347)

0.005b
0.011a

0.273
0.627

HBsAg, hepatitis B surface antigen; AFP, α‑fetoprotein; BCLC stage, Barcelona clinic liver cancer stage; HBV, hepatitis B virus; CLEC4M, C‑type lectin domain family 4 member M. aP<0.05, bP<0.01,
c
P<0.001.

Sex, female vs. male
Age, ≤50 vs. >50 years
Tumor size, ≤5 vs. >5 cm
Tumor number, single vs. multiple
Tumor encapsulation, present vs. absent
Microvascular invasion, yes vs. no
AFP, ≤20 vs. >20 ng/ml
HBsAg, negative vs. positive
HBV‑DNA, negative vs. positive
TNM stage, I‑II vs. III‑IV
Liver cirrhosis, no vs. yes
BCLC stage, 0+A vs. B+C
CLEC4M, low vs. high

Recurrence
Survival
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Univariate analysis
Multivariate analysis
Univariate analysis
Multivariate analysis
	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑	‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Characteristics
HR, 95% CI
P‑value
HR, 95% CI
P‑value
HR, 95% CI
P‑value
HR, 95% CI
P‑value

Table IV. Univariate and multivariate analysis of recurrence or survival associated factors in 88 hepatocellular carcinoma patients.
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the present data indicate that CLEC4M is implicated in the
progression of HCC, in a similar manner to its association with
colon and gastric cancer.
RT‑qPCR determined that the expression of CLEC4M was
significantly downregulated in tumor tissues, compared with
non‑tumor tissues. This appeared to contradict the fact that
patients with HCC and high CLEC4M expression in tumor
tissues typically exhibited shorter OS and RFS times. This
may be attributable to the fact that CLEC4M was specifically
expressed in sinusoidal endothelial cells, even in HCC tissues
(Fig. 4), consistent with previous studies (33,34). Additionally,
in tissues containing many endothelial cells, the staining of
CLEC4M appears stronger. Liver sinusoids consist of a line of
sinusoidal endothelial liver cells and Kupffer cells, providing
oxygen and nutrients to hepatocytes and forming a distribution
network throughout the liver (27,35,36). Additionally, CLEC4M
can bind to intercellular adhesion molecule 3 (ICAM3; 28),
resulting in the activation and recruitment of ICAM3‑positive
T cells and initiating an immune response to pathogens or
cancer cells (37). Thus, a microenvironment with a low expression level of CLEC4M and incomplete microvasculature may
favor early tumor development, in association with proliferation of tumor cells and escaping from immune surveillance in
HCC cells. Subsequently, a gradual increase in the genesis of
hepatic sinusoids and the surrounding vasculature may provide
sufficient nutrition and oxygen proportional to the growth of the
tumor, whilst allowing it time to adapt to the immune pressures
of the host environment. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that CLEC4M enhances the mobility and invasiveness of
tumor cells in gastric and colon cancer (13,21). Additionally,
high CLEC4M expression in HCC tissues is associated with a
poorer prognosis, which is consistent with previous literature
on lung (38) and cervical cancer (39). Therefore, it is hypothesized that an increase in CLEC4M expression proportional to
microvascular development may be beneficial to the growth and
metastasis of HCC cells. This may also explain the correlation
between moderate or strong‑positive staining of CLEC4M in
cancer tissues, and the high risk of recurrence and metastasis.
In conclusion, the current study demonstrated that expression levels of CLEC4M in HCC tissues may be an effective
indicator of HCC progression, and may represent a potential
target for therapeutic development.
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